Attached Table 2: Television Programs Prohibited Contents

Blood, violence and terror

Prohibited contents

Rate
Content

Parental

Parental

Guidance-15

Guidance-12

Restricted

Protected

1. Content that 1. Content that
1. Content that
seriously
emphasizes blood,
emphasizes blood,
violates the
violence or terror
violence or terror
humanitarian
plots; for example,
plots; for example,
spirit by
images of a
images of a
excessively
sharp-edged tool
sharp-edged tool
portraying
penetrating skin or
penetrating skin or
murder or
close-up of body
close-up of body
animal abuse
decay, etc that is
decay, etc.
etc.
lengthy or too
2. The degree of
2. Excessively
frequent.
blood, violence or
portrays
2. The degree of blood,
terror that is
violence,
violence or terror that
sufficient to
blood or terror
is sufficient to
influence the
plots, the
influence the physical
physical and
portrayal of
and psychological
psychological
which is
health of people over
health of people
unacceptable
the age of fifteen and
over the age of
to people over
under the age of
twelve and under
the age of
eighteen; for
the age of fifteen;
eighteen.
example, detailed
for example,
descriptions of the
detailed
process of killing,
descriptions of the
detailed processes of
process of killing,
physical disability etc
detailed processes
that is lengthy or too
of physical
frequent.
disability etc.
3. Excessive description 3. Portrays suicide as
of the process of
an appropriate
suicide process,
reaction to pressure,
which details or
frustration or other
increases the value of
problems.
suicide.

General

1. Plots that
1. Any plot
contain fighting containing
or killing, etc;
violence, blood or
plots are too
terror etc that
long or too
have a
frequent.
detrimental
2. Repeated
influence to
addition of
children under the
physical or
age of six.
psychological 2. Plots or action
violence.
that may trigger
3. Details of
children under the
frightening and
age of six to
discomforting
imitate, causing
natural disaster,
harm to
accident, war or themselves or
violent social
others.
events.
4. Dangerous
behavior might
trigger
imitation or
mischievous
behavior that
might harm
others.
5. Plots that
portray the
process of
suicide.

Sexual behavior, concupiscence, nudity or sexual implication

1. Scenes or
1. Detailed portrayal of
plots of severe
the process of rape.
obscenity, and 2. Dialogue, audio or
scenes of
action of strong
abnormal
sexual implication.
sexual
3. The action of
behavior; for
characters portrays
example:
sexual behavior
sexual
involving violence,
encounters
insults, obscenity or
with minors,
abnormality, etc.
bestiality,
gang rape,
necrophilia,
etc.
2. Scenes or
plots
containing
sexual abuse,
and plots
portraying
imposing or
accepting
torture,
humiliation to
achieve sexual
pleasure.
3. Scenes or
plots
containing
violence, and
portraying the
process of
rape, the
portrayal of
which may
lead people to
think it is
acceptable to
carry out
sexual assault
on others.

1. Dialogue, audio or 1. Embarrassing
action of sexual
or disgusting
implication, the
sexual issues,
portrayal of which
sexual
is not discreet.
implication or
2. When deemed
physical
necessary as plot
contact.
development, the
2. Potentially
following scenes
misleading
not involving
children over
obscenity or sexual
the age of six
behavior are
and under the
exempted:
age of twelve
(1) Rear nude.
on the concept
(2) The nude through
of deviant
ground glass or
sexuality or
other nudes with
improper
the same cover
understanding
effect.
of gender
relations.
3. Presenting
gender issues or
contents in
order to
increase
entertainment
effect or in the
way of banter.
4. When
necessary in
plots, the
following
scenes not
involving in
obscenity or
sexual behavior
are exempted:
(1) Nude upper
body is
normal.
(2) Scene of
nude upper
back..

1. Any content
involving in
sexual behavior,
concupiscence,
nudity or sexual
implications,
etc.
2. When deemed
necessary in the
plot, the
following scenes
not involving in
obscenity or
sexual behavior
are exempted:
(1) Nude upper
body is normal.
(2) Scene of nude
upper back.

Improper language, action.

Excessive vulgar,
coarse or
disgusting
languages or
action that is
unacceptable to
people over the
age of eighteen.

Vulgar, coarse or
disgusting language or
actions that have a
detrimental influence on
the physical and mental
development of people
over the age of fifteen
and under the age of
eighteen.

Vulgar, coarse or
1. The emphasis 1. Coarse, rude
disgusting language or
of or repeated
language or
actions that have a
portrayal of
gestures or those
detrimental influence
vulgar, coarse
with detrimental
on the physical and
or disgusting
implications.
mental development of
language or
2. Language or
people over the age of
action that are
actions that
twelve and under the
easily imitated
easily cause
age of fifteen.
by children over
adverse effects
the age of six
on the body and
and under the
mind of children
age of twelve or
under the age of
have a
six.
detrimental
effect.
2. Dangerous
actions that can
be easily
imitated by
children over
the age of six
and under the
age of twelve.
(For other
dangerous
actions not
easily imitated
by children over
the age of six
and under the
age of twelve,
but might still
be easily
imitated by
people over the
age of twelve
and under the
age of eighteen,
warning shall
be sent by
graphic or
audio.)

Supernatural phenomenon such as paranormal etc.

Portraying plots 1. Supernatural
1. Supernatural
1. Paranormal
of paranormal
phenomenon, such as
phenomenon, such
plots or
phenomenon or
exorcising evil spirits,
as exorcising evil
repeated,
other strange
spirits speaking or
spirits, spirits
suspenseful
phenomenon that
other strange
speaking or other
atmosphere
is unacceptable to
phenomenon etc, the
strange
contents or
people over the
portrayal of which
phenomenon etc,
images that
age of eighteen.
lead people to
the portrayal of
easily cause
excessive panic and
which lead people
panic and
discomfort.
to panic or
emotional
2. Portrays the
discomfort.
liability to
phenomenon of
2. Portrays the
children over
fortune-telling, feng
phenomenon of
the age of six
shui, lucky solution or
fortune-telling, feng
and under the
other similar
shui, lucky solution
age of twelve.
supernatural objects
or other similar
2. Contents
as a means of solving
supernatural objects
deliberately
problems, the
as the ways of
seeking for or
portrayal of which
solving problems
testing
lead people to
that lead people to
paranormal
excessive panic and
panic and
phenomenons
discomfort.
discomfort.
etc.
3. Contents
Involving
fortune-telling,
feng shui, lucky
solution or
similar activity
that causes
belief of
superstition. .

Content causing
panic or anxiety to
the children under
the age of six.

